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Snippets
Last week I was thrown off getting my newsletter out due
to an unexpected change in work and the desire to
explain it. Most don't actually understand the work I do
and especially the dynamics regarding the global work.
The challenge I have is fitting it all in and then trying to
adequately explain it. It's more important to do the work
than explain it but it is also useful for you to understand
what is going on behind the scenes to help humanity.
So often people fear that God is not helping. I can
demonstrate some of how he is and wanted to do so in
last week's newsletter. But, trying to adequately convey
the story was a major time-consuming job all by itself. So my first snippet is that due to Yom
Kippur, major healing occurred for those with Jewish heritage which we all share whether currently
Christian, or Jewish because they share the same origins. Also, anyone Christian now would have
likely been Jewish in another life. The rest of that story is coming.
Another snippet is that this morning I was inspired to share my perspective based on reading
a channeled message mentioning the big bang. Since I predate that and have memories prior to
and of that occurrence, I wanted to share my perspective. I also have a channeled message from
God telling of his origins that predated the big bang. So, I thought I would start a posting on "My
Perspective".
I shared a brief post on my Facebook Page and a longer one in our Help from Heaven group where
we can dialogue more privately. You are welcome to join that group. I just recommend filling out the
questions to join or you likely won't get approved.
You can find the channeled message by God explaining his origins in "Clear Your Past and Change
Your Future". The book is being reworked and fine tuned for print but the kindle version is available
here.
I also started this week another posting on "Global Spiritual Warfare" to begin elaborating on some
of the things we do in the background to help humanity and the world at large. That work is now
funded by people as it is too costly to both take the time to do the work, as well as recover from the
work, without patrons supporting the work. It's extremely exhausting and often prevents me from
also being able to make a living when too tired. After
donating my time for decades, donations make it more
possible to continue.
I will try to share more about those stories and benefits
to you as I can. Similar to the first snippet, telling the
stories may be just as time consuming as the actual
work. The important thing to know is that much is going
on behind the scenes for your benefit. Heaven is
working tirelessly on your behalf. On the human side, it's
wearing.
If you are interested in donating to that cause, I have
created a link on my contact page for Paypal. The post
this week shared about releasing about 50 demons, and
severing contracts with darkness from a world leader so
he didn't harm his people further. Those leaders are also in a position to wreak havoc on the rest of

the world as well. So, even if not your president, they can impact your wellbeing and economy.
People also contribute to the world as a whole by clearing their own connections to the world
throughout all time and space in our monthly group calls. Our next one will be November 2 where
we will be addressing blocks to focus as well to choosing negative versus positive thoughts and
outcomes from a subconscious sabotaging place. Those details are below.
SPECIAL EVENT:
Lastly, if you are near Sarasota, I will have a table at the Sarasota Holistic Chamber of Commerce
event Monday, October 21, at the Art and Ovation Hotel at 5 PM. I hope you can visit so I can see
you in person. Many prizes will be given out to attendees.
Wishing you all effortless success...
Blessings,

PS: Don't forgot to join is our Facebook group, Help from Heaven, for further discussion.

BOOK

TELEPHONE EVENTS

Wisdom of the Guardian

Group Healing Calls

Many are struggling
for answers and have
asked what they can
do personally do their
own healing. Reading
"Wisdom of the
Guardian: Treasures
from Archangel
Michael to Change
Your Life" can help.
Michael addresses
purpose, career,
relationships, parenting, and Heaven on Earth
among other insights.
Michael is always with you when you read the
book.
The tools he provides at the end of the book will
serve you over and over again.
Wisdom of the Guardian

November 2, 2019, 11:11 AM EST
Clear Your Past and Change Your Future
This is your opportunity to let go of negative
emotions, beliefs, situations, challenges,
karma, ancestral and 3D programming as well
as anything sabotaging or concerning you. We
will be clearing for better focus, more gratitude
and greater positivity and improved outcomes.
Always a new teaching from Heaven is
included which you will be emailed.
Click here for details and registration

Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity,
Licensed Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, Non-denonimation ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author.
She is also a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international
clientele.
She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes
clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and
darkness as well as clearing the future.
Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and
atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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